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Sleep Moon Xpress Product Key is a program with which you can schedule most operations of your
computer, from downloading a file to waking up your computer from sleep. You can even set a task

reminder, thus preventing your computer from shutting-down in the middle of a download or to
notify you when a download speed is too low. Moreover, you can even set an alarm reminder and
program a number of other settings. The software is simple to use and allows you to easily access

your schedule. Sleep Moon Xpress Installation: To use Sleep Moon Xpress, your PC needs to
have.NET Framework 2.0 or higher. The installation of Sleep Moon Xpress only takes about 4

minutes. Sleep Moon Xpress Free Download: Sleep Moon Xpress is an easy to use application for
scheduling tasks of your computer. It is available in the FREE version. To download Sleep Moon

Xpress, please click on the button below. Sleep Moon Xpress Description: Sleep Moon Xpress is a
program with which you can schedule most operations of your computer, from downloading a file to

waking up your computer from sleep. You can even set a task reminder, thus preventing your
computer from shutting-down in the middle of a download or to notify you when a download speed is
too low. Moreover, you can even set an alarm reminder and program a number of other settings. The

software is simple to use and allows you to easily access your schedule. Sleep Moon Xpress
Installation: To use Sleep Moon Xpress, your PC needs to have.NET Framework 2.0 or higher. The
installation of Sleep Moon Xpress only takes about 4 minutes. Sleep Moon Xpress Free Download:

Sleep Moon Xpress is an easy to use application for scheduling tasks of your computer. It is available
in the FREE version. To download Sleep Moon Xpress, please click on the button below. New

description Scheduling the computer to perform different tasks is necessary and useful in many
situations. Sleep Moon Xpress is an application that can help you set automatic commands for your

PC, such as logging off, shutting down or restarting. Can perform a large variety of tasks The
software offers you a simple interface, so even the inexperienced user can easily access its features.

Yet, it comes with multiple features, as you can schedule different commands, including alarms,
notifications and file opening. Moreover, you can also use Sleep Moon Xpress for shutdown, reboot,

log off or standby schedule jobs. Thorough customizations of commands

Sleep Moon Xpress 191.5109.14 Keygen

Sleep Moon Xpress is a useful application for those who want to remote control or schedule Windows
PC. With the help of this software, you can schedule tasks like shutting down, sleeping, restarting or
even log off. Plus, you can perform multiple actions with a few mouse clicks. At the same time, the
software constantly reminds you of any important date, hourly, daily, weekly or monthly. You can
even set an alarm if you feel your PC is too noisy. All in all, this is a software that has many useful
functions and easy to use. Key features of Sleep Moon Xpress include: • Shutdown your computer,
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log off or restart after a specific period of time • Create a custom sound file to act as an alert or
alarm clock • Create an event to notify you of the action you want to perform • Perform tasks at
specific times of the day, such as ‘Shut down at 5:00 pm’ or ‘Log off and wake up at 8:00 am’ •

Schedule tasks for specific dates, or every month, or even every week • You can set the command if
the PC is too noisy • You can remotely control your PC • You can schedule a task to occur once a

month, once a week, once a day or even once a second With so many options, the application may
seem overwhelming. However, there’s a detailed walkthrough and a detailed guide to help you

better understand this user-friendly program. Moreover, you can get help, or even ask questions, if
you have any. Some examples of the most common uses of Sleep Moon Xpress include: • You can
turn off your computer after 30 minutes • You can sign-off, instead of logging off, just by entering

your password • You can remotely restart your PC • You can configure Sleep Moon Xpress for home
and office use with ease Whether you’re at home or at work, your PC can be a valuable tool.

However, if it goes unused, then it can become just another piece of equipment with no purpose. To
increase the productivity of your PC, you should turn off your PC or shutdown after a long period of

inactivity. This saves you from restarting or pressing CTRL+ALT+DEL to perform this function. Sleep
Moon Xpress makes it easy to schedule your PC for shutdown or restart. What is Sleep Moon Xpress?

Sleep Moon Xpress is a software that can schedule b7e8fdf5c8
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Sleep Moon Xpress 191.5109.14 Keygen For (LifeTime)

If you are tired of being disturbed by your computer during your leisure time, Sleep Moon Xpress can
help you. This application lets you automatically close, restart or log off your PC, based on the time,
date, idle time or recent system activity. In order to maintain a clear and calm working environment
at home or office, you can choose from different means: - and schedule program shutdowns, log-offs,
reboots and alarms using the built-in scheduler - define the activity of your PC using a contact list -
customize notifications based on the duration, the contents and the position - access to any system
resource - select the media to play a background sound of choice - define personalized reminder
alarms - record any file type and easily play it back - define the speed of downloads, uploads and
transfers - schedule transfers based on its contents and the time of completion - and much more
features coming soon... Sleep Moon Xpress also consists in: - scheduler window - a simple and
intuitive interface with customizable menus - a "Choices" menu where you can set alarms,
notifications and define your system activities Sleep Moon Xpress offers the following features: -
scheduler with multiple schedule options - customize notifications - define alarms - record files -
select media files for schedule recording - record files and transfer them to the connected client -
define download and upload speeds - use it as a desktop alarm clock - define the host IP address to
be notified by a click of a button - define the host IP address to be notified by a sound - set
reminders from a contact list or from contacts found online - define URLs to be opened - define the
clock to be adjusted - schedule multiple alarms or send them to your mobile device - customize the
notifications window (content and position) - define the file types - define if an alarm shall be played
at a specific time or at the end of a certain duration - define how long the notification window shall
be open - set notification mode: on or off - and much more features coming soon... ...as you can see,
Sleep Moon Xpress offers you the possibility to perform multiple actions, at different times and in
various circumstances. You have to choose from: alerts, downloads, uploads, reboots, log-offs,
standby... As for the free version, you can schedule a reboot, log off, shutdown or a contact's alarm.
Additionally,

What's New in the Sleep Moon Xpress?

Sleep Moon Xpress is designed for computer, Mac, Windows and Linux users to schedule computer,
Mac and Linux users to schedule actions for wakeup, restart and shutdown. It can perform
automatically shutdown, reboot, resume, hibernate, sleep computer and other special tasks after a
specified time and date. Users can schedule the actions by selecting from more than 11 types of
functions (including shutdown, reboot, suspend, hibernate, sleep and the time when to wake up) and
by using alarm, notification or countdown timer. You can conveniently set the alarm, warning, game,
music, video and other sounds as wakeup, wakeup sound and beep. The program also allows you to
combine actions and set the alarm time and date. Choose the right download location In addition to
Sleep Moon Xpress we make available some cool software that you can use to download your
software. You can find these software at the bottom of this blog. For best download speed, we
recommend you choose one of the software locations below: Software Downloads: Software Source:
Sleep Moon Xpress is an application that can help you set automatic commands for your PC, such as
logging off, shutting down or restarting. Can perform a large variety of tasks The software offers you
a simple interface, so even the inexperienced user can easily access its
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System Requirements For Sleep Moon Xpress:

- Any version of Windows OS (32/64-bit) - Intel or AMD CPU (CPU clock speed is not as important as in
other games) - 4 GB RAM (more if you have plenty) - DirectX 11 or later graphics card - Intel HD4000
or equivalent DirectX11 support graphics card - Windows 7 or later - Internet connection - DirectX 11
compatible game disc, DVD or Blu-ray disc Note: DirectX 11 does not include graphics adapter
software. Recommended Requirements: -
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